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COPPER

Overview and outlook

Copper ended the month of September on weaker note 

as it moved in 417.30-451.35. Profit booking at higher 

levels and stronger greenback kept the prices on back 

foot. The global world refined copper market showed a 

70,000 tonnes deficit in June, compared with a 50,000 

tonnes deficit in May, the International Copper Study 

Group (ICSG).

Meanwhile profits at China's industrial companies rose 

the most in four years in August as commodities prices 

surged, thanks to a government-backed construction 

boom that is helping Beijing trim high levels of 

corporate debt without tripping up the economy.

Tighter copper supply and an increase in refining 

capacity in top-consumer China can result in lower 

treatment and refining charges (TC/RCs) by smelters.

Looking ahead, copper prices may remain on 

upside path as its prices can trade in range of 

415-465 in October. Manufacturing PMI’s from US, 

Europe and Japan continue to suggest an upturn in 

factory activity can support red metal in near term.

Key news

China services sector slowed in September

Business activity in China's services sector grew at its 

slowest pace in 21 months in Sep as pace of new 

business cooled a sharp contrast to official gauge of the 

nonmanufacturing sector that showed services sector 

expanded at the fastest clip since 2014 in Sep, blurring 

picture on how key part of economy is performing.

BHP Escondida mine production 

BHP-controlled company stated that Escondida mine 

in northern Chile, the world's largest copper operation, 

produced 327,863 mt of copper, in the first six months 

of the year, declining 39% on the year.

Indonesian unit of Mc MoRan may continue to 

export copper 

For Copper, Indonesian unit of U.S. miner Freeport 

McMoRan Inc announced that it may continue to 

export copper concentrate even if negotiations over 

company's permit to operate the giant Grasberg mine 

are not resolved. In April, government awarded 

Freeport a permit to export 1.1 million tonnes of copper 

concentrate until Feb next year, but said shipments 

could be stopped again in Oct if negotiations over new 

mining permit were not resolved by then.

Hedge funds decreasing long positions

Hedge funds and money managers reduced their net 

long positions in COMEX copper futures and options 

for the fourth straight week, in the week to Oct. 3, U.S. 

Commodity Futures Trading Commission data showed 

recently.

Supply side can improve in near term

Escondida in Chile, the world’s biggest copper mine, is 

picking up and Glencore is set to bring its Katanga 

project in the Democratic Republic of Congo back 

online in 2018. In addition, Freeport has just reached 

an agreement with the government of Indonesia to 

keep operating its giant Grasberg mine.

In the month of October 2017 copper prices 

may remain on upside path as supply side 

concerns can support the prices. Movement of 

various economic indicators such as PMI 

home sales, employment data and Chinese 

demand will give further direction to the 

copper prices.

Range 

Copper      

MCX :  Rs 415-465 per kg

LME:  $6400-7000 per tonne

2

Source Kitco metals
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Nickel

Nickel prices dropped sharply lower last month as fall 

in stainless steel prices and coking coal pressurized the 

prices lower. Overall it moved in range of 665.50-786.

Nickel prices can move in range of 660-790 in 

the month of October 2017. Nickel prices came 

under pressure as China's steel raw materials extended 

recent losses with coke hitting its lowest in almost two 

months, as some factories reopened after recent 

environmental inspections.

Meanwhile concern about supplies from the 

Philippines and healthy demand particularly from 

Chinese stainless steel mills can give underlying 

support to the prices.

Nickel stocks in LME approved warehouses have held 

steady between 360,000 and 390,000 tonnes for much 

of this year, but lower canceled warrants - metal 

earmarked for delivery are weighing on prices.

Key news

Supply concerns in Philippines

Philippine lawmakers filed a bill seeking to ban mining 

in watershed areas and exports of unprocessed ores 

and require miners to get legislative approval before 

operating. The Philippines is the world’s top nickel ore 

supplier.

Indonesia export capping upside

However, rising exports of nickel ore from Indonesia, 

another top producer, are expected to cap prices. 

Indonesia has issued export permits for 8.2 million 

tonnes of annual nickel ore exports.

Nickel deficit 

Data from the International Nickel Study Group 

showed that nickel market deficit at 400 tonnes in June 

compared with a 6,700 tonne shortfall in May.

In the month of October 2017 Nickel prices 

may remain on upside path as good demand 

from steel sector along with supply concerns 

and movement of local currency is likely to 

influence its prices on domestic bourses.

Range 

Nickel     

MCX :  Rs 660-790 per kg

LME:  $10200-11800 per tonnes

3

Source Kitco metals
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Lead and Zinc

Overview and outlook

Lead

Lead prices ended the September month on positive 

path as China environmental crackdown coupled 

with decline in inventories have supported the 

prices higher. The National Bureau of Statistics 

stated that China's lead output was the lowest since 

November 2016. Lead concentrate supply is very 

tight, exacerbated by the ban on North Korean 

concentrate exports. Lead in warehouses monitored 

by the Shanghai Futures Exchange have fallen 80 

per cent since May and are at their lowest since 

March 2016.

Overall Lead prices moved in the range of 143.10-

164.40 last month in MCX.  In the month of 

October lead prices can trade in range of 153-

180.

China's environmental crackdown dries up 

lead supply amid demand surge

China’s lead stockpiles have dropped to a “critical” 

level as a result of environmental inspections that 

have shut smelters even as demand for the metal 

from battery makers remains robust. Lead demand 

in China, the world’s largest user, comes chiefly 

from battery makers for cars and other vehicles. 

However, lead output has declined because of 

environmental probes that have shut down smelters 

operating illegally. The environmental inspections 

are also limiting the production of raw material 

from mines in China, curtailing the amount of 

supply available for smelters to produce refined 

lead and also crimping stockpiles. China’s total lead 

concentrate output in the first seven months of 2017 

was 1.14 million tonnes, down 4.3 percent year on 

year.

China to Impose Tough New Sales Target for 

Electric Vehicles by 2019

China has set a deadline of 2019 to impose tough new 

sales targets for electric plug-in and hybrid vehicles, 

slightly relaxing an earlier plan to launch the rules 

from next year that had left global automakers 

worried about being able to comply. Car makers will 

need so-called new-energy vehicles (NEVs) to hit a 

threshold equivalent to 10 percent of annual sales by 

2019, China's industry ministry stated last month.

Range 

Lead     

MCX :  Rs 153-180 per kg

LME:  $2350-2600 per tonne

Source Kitco metals

October 2017
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Zinc

Overview and outlook

Zinc prices ended the month of September on 

positive note due to supply concerns and increase in 

cancelled warrants. Zinc moved in range of 190.95-

208. Zinc touched its highest since August 2007 in 

LME on expectations of strong demand from top 

consumer China, supply concerns and declining 

stockpiles. China's crackdown on pollution could 

hurt the country's smaller zinc miners and support 

prices.

China's zinc imports, at 65,609 tonnes in August, are 

up nearly 160% over the same month last year, but 

the YTD total at 314,086 tonnes is down nearly 6%.

Environmental inspections in Sichuan province had 

caused 60 per cent of local lead-zinc mines to shut 

down for month-long maintenance. 

Zinc can hover in range of 190-230 in the 

month of October. 

Key news

Supply concerns and falling stock piles 

supporting Zinc 

Concerns about dwindling supply have lit a fire under 

prices as the closure of several giant mines last year 

has crimped production of refined metal. In China, 

Shfe zinc stocks are the lowest since early 2009, just 

under 65,000 tonnes.

LME cash to three month spread 

LME zinc cash to three month spreads are also 

showing the most stress in a decade, with LME cash 

prices more than $65 above the benchmark contract 

several times in the past month.

China zinc smelters turning towards North 

Korea

Chinese zinc smelters are increasingly turning 

towards North Korea as a source of concentrates 

supply rather than traditional overseas partners 

while treatment charges (TCs) in the international 

market remain soft.

While Chinese imports of zinc ores and concentrates 

have fallen 32 percent in January-July from last year, 

according to official statistics, North Korean imports 

have jumped 184 percent, making it China’s third-

largest supplier – it has leapfrogged Mongolia, 

Morocco and Bolivia.

China, which is largely self-sufficient in refined zinc but 

imported 3.2 million tonnes of concentrates to fuel 

smelted production in 2015, is a key swing market for 

zinc concentrates, taking material largely from 

Australia (1.3 million tonnes) and Peru (928,000 

tonnes).

Indeed, while North Korean zinc ore exports of 55,502 

tonnes in 2015 to China made up just 1.7 percent of 

total imports of 3,237,265 tonnes, according to Chinese 

customs figures, this has risen significantly since 

international TCs started to fall.

In the first seven months of this year, imports of North 

Korean zinc ores of 66,822 tonnes made up 5.75 

percent of China’s 1,163,152 tonnes of imports.

ILZSG estimates of Zinc

 According to preliminary data recently compiled by 

the ILZSG, the global market for refined zinc metal 

was in deficit by 203kt over the first six months of 

2017 with total reported inventories declining by 

212kt over the same period. 

 World zinc mine production rose by 5.4% 

compared to the first half of 2016. This was 

primarily a consequence of increased output in 

Eritrea, India and Peru. 

 Increases in refined zinc metal production in Brazil, 

France and India were largely balanced by 

reductions in Canada, the Republic of Korea, Peru 

and Thailand resulting in a small overall global rise 

of 0.5%. 

 Despite a decrease in Chinese apparent demand for 

refined zinc metal of 2.1%, global usage rose by a 

marginal 0.6%. This was mainly due to increases in 

the United States and Taiwan (China). 

 Chinese imports of zinc contained in zinc 

concentrates increased by 33.9% to 549kt. Net 

imports of refined zinc metal amounted to 169kt, a 

decrease of 39.9% compared to the same period of 

2016.
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Lead and zinc Spread

Analysis: Lead and Zinc spread can move in range of 

-58 to -40 in October 2017. 

In October 2017, Zinc and Lead prices can 

trade on volatile path .Overall its prices will 

depend upon automobile, construction and 

infrastructure demand. Moreover situation 

of cancelled warrants along with stock 

position will impact its prices.

Source:	Reuters

Range 

Zinc     

MCX :  Rs 190-230 per kg

LME:  $3100-3500 per tonne

Source Kitco metals

October 2017
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Aluminum

Overview and outlook

Aluminum traded ended on weaker path in LME but 
ended on slight positive path in MCX due to weaker 
local currency rupee. Overall it moved in the range of 
131.50-141.50 in the month of September. 

Meanwhile Aluminum prices continue to find 
support owing to prospects of capacity shutdowns in 
China. Reports suggest that China will also prevent 
an increase in local governments' hidden debts and 
push forward with capacity cuts in the coal-fire power 
and aluminum sectors.

Aluminum prices can move in range of 130-
150 in the month of October.

China's national Aluminum output was 2.64 million 
tonnes in the penultimate month, the lowest headline 
figure since February and, expressed as average 
production per day, the lowest run rate since March 
last year.

Key News

Chinese Aluminum Demand Indicators Offer 
Mixed Signals

Chinese aluminum demand indicators

Since China is the largest aluminum consumer, it’s 
important for investors in companies like Alcoa, 
Century Aluminum and Norsk Hydro to keep track of 
the country’s aluminum demand.

According to the China Association of Automobile 
Manufacturers auto sales in China rose 5.3% year-
over-year to 2.2 million vehicle units in August. The 

country’s car sales have defied the purchase tax hike 
that came into effect at the beginning of the year. 
Notably, Chinese car sales are growing at a time when 
we’re seeing moderation in US car sales.

Fixed asset investment and real estate sectors are 
among the biggest aluminum consumers. China’s 
fixed asset investment growth slowed to 7.8% 
between January and August compared to 8.3% in 

the first seven months of the year. It was the lowest 
growth rate in 18 years.

Chinese aluminum production

According to data released by the International 
Aluminum Institute, China produced 2.6 million 
metric tons of aluminum in August 2017 a fall of 2.7% 
YoY (year-over-year). Producers like Alcoa and 
C e n t u r y  A l u m i n u m  s e e  C h i n a ’ s  a l u m i n u m 
overproduction as a big challenge. However, there are 
several positives in China’s August aluminum 
production data.

China Aluminium production falls

In absolute terms, China’s August aluminum 
production is the lowest since April 2016—if we ignore 
February 2017 when production fell due to fewer days 
and China’s Lunar New Year holidays. It’s the first time 
since August 2016 that China’s aluminum production 
has registered a yearly fall.

In October 2017 aluminum prices are expected 
trade on upside path as demand from auto and 
construction sector will give support its 
prices.

Range 

Aluminum     

MCX :  Rs 130-150 per kg

LME:  $2000-2300 per tonne

Source Kitco metals

October 2017
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